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This is a sample abstract for ISACC 2017. Its
overall layout is similar to that used for the previous
ISACC 2015 meeting [1]. Preparation instructions
are given below.
1.
Abstracts should be written in English. The abstract should fit on one Letter page
(215.9 × 279.4 mm) without the page number. The
abstract should be sent in PDF and editable (DOCX
or TEX) format through the official e-mail conference. Files larger than 5 Mb will be rejected.
2. In case that you use figures on your text, you
need send the image on format JPG with a minimal
width size of 8 cm.
3. All text and figures must fit within top, bottom and side margins of 2 cm. Use 11 pt Roman font
(LaTeX default) or a similar font such as Times New
Roman throughout the abstract. This and other
font sizes, as used in the Word template, are listed
in Table 1.

caption (10 pt) and, like a table caption, it should be
concise (see figure 1). If you choose to submit color
figures remember that most printouts from the web
will be in black and white. It is your responsibility
to ensure that the figures are easy to read and understand even in grayscale mode. When including
figures, pay close attention to the file sizes, to avoid
producing an oversized final PDF abstract file.

Table 1. Font sizes to be used in the abstract.

Size

Title
14 pt

Synopsis
10 pt

Body
11 pt

Refs.
10 pt

4. The title should be typed in 14 pt boldface
font and centered. If necessary, use a second line,
single-spaced just below the first.
5. Leave 18 pt before the names of the authors
(11 pt bold) and again before the single-spaced affiliations and addresses (10 pt).
6. After 18 pt vertical spacing, the body text is
typed in two-column format with 0.75 cm column
separation. The text should be single-spaced and
the first line of each paragraph should be indented
by 3 spaces.
7. Figures will be shown in color in electronic
versions of the abstract. Give each figure a separate
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E-mail: Author.One@DomainOne.es
E-mail: Author.Two@DomainTwo.edu

Figure 1. ISACC 2017 logo

8. References in the text should be given by
numbers in square brackets [1] (“Vancouver system”). The list of references in 10 pt font follows
the last line of the text with one extra line inserted.
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